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1Know Yourself
It was a stressful week of my life.Being a product manager at the 

largest electronics manufacturer of India was a big responsibility.Its 

all about deadlines,either you reach them or you’re out.Away from 

family even at weekends,missing the cultural festivals and abroad 

client meetings had changed the way I thought life would be.Sitting in 

the waiting room of Bangalore airport and waiting for the flight to 

Mumbai,my soul speaked to myself” Roy,Is this the life you’d 

imagined when you were young?You married to settle down with 

your wife,but now most of the time you can’t even see her!You 

bought your dream home,cars and so many luxuries to enjoy 

them with your family,but you are not having time to even look at 

them! Instead you’re working day and night to pay their instalments! 

Is this the way life should go?Can’t you change your destiny?Have 

more time with your family?Manage your time effectively?Your 

irregular eating habits will lead you to diabetes soon in the future.Is 

there a way to stay healthy?The Boss always says”Mr. ROY,A product 

manager needs managerial and leadership skills as well”,Where can 

you get the wisdom for effective leadership?Many questions started 

moving like a giant whirlpool in my head,all my dreams and goals I’d 

planned earlier were now coming back to life,and I was desperate to 

find an answer to these questions,until a noise awakened me.



2The Journey Begins
“Excuse me sir,is this seat occupied?”A Tall White Man asked,his 

kind voice brought a smile on my face.I moved my bag from the seat 

and greeted him.

He introduced himself as John,a financial planner at one of the 

biggest banks of USA.I knew after the recession,banks in USA were 

under a huge stress of financial problems,and started discussing with 

him about it.

He told that many of us never take the time out of our lives to 

understand the CIRCLE OF DEBT™.Everybody in this world is 

under debt these days.And they never thinks about getting out of 

that.They clear one debt,take another,and work more harder to clear 

it,and the circle goes on.Very soon they all get habitual  and never 

think of getting out of it.I soon realized that even my whole life I’ve 

seen people doing the same,even my father,and I too was trapped in 

that infinite circle.I asked if there’s any way to get out of this 

CIRCLE OF DEBT™.He said”when I was  young I too was trapped 

in the CIRCLE OF DEBT™,until recently I found a method that can 

revolutionize personal financial planning”.He took out a  piece from 

his bag,it looked like a Jigsaw Puzzle,but instead of any picture,there 

were sentences inscribed on each jigsaw piece.He told me there are 21 



pieces on this jigsaw puzzle,each piece tells you about a unique 

teaching associated with the financial planning,just like ordinary 

puzzles,these pieces have to be arranged in  an order.

Starting from 1st piece,you note down the teaching inscribed on 

the piece,apply it in your life sincerely on that day,the 2nd piece 

follows the 1st piece,join it and apply the teaching inscribed on the 

2nd piece alongwith the 1st teaching.Do this on the 2nd day.Continue 

to join the pieces daily and practise the teachings upto 21 

days.After 21 days,these all teachings will become your habits,and 

you can effectively manage your money,and so the path to 

financial freedom opens for you.

“WOW! I’ve never seen financial planning made so much easier to 

learn!What’s the name of this puzzle?”I asked.John turned over the 

puzzle and showed me two letters W.Q™.”These stand for WEALTH 

QUOTIENT.So far people were aware of IQ,but this approach to 

increase wealth quotient and making financial planning easier,can 

revolutionize the industry.These 21 jigsaw pieces complete the 

W.Q™.Let me tell you some key features about WEALTH 

QUOTIENT.”And John started explaining about the new world I’d 

never expected to see.

*The base of financial planning is BUDGETING.Many people ignore 

Budgeting because they think they don’t have time for it.But as Great 

SIR BENJAMIN FRANKLIN SAID: “The only thing more 

expensive than education is ignorance.”People can manage 

budgeting,yet because of no wealth quotient,they pay in the 



future,either to a financial planner like me or working harder and 

harder to manage the debt.

*Budgeting is easy,you just need to keep a track of your expenses and 

categorize them as 1)Essential 2)Desirable 3)Luxuries.  

You can’t modify Essential expenses as they’re important for 

survival,but desirable expenses can be put on a limit or delayed.

The biggest expense is of luxuries,which involve high instalment 

payments.The only way to reduce them is to evaluate them each 

month,prioritize them,put a limit on them,and pay the priority 

debt first.REMEMBER:Pay Yourself First.Take 10% off your 

income before expenses so that you won’t spend more than 90% on 

other expenses

*Reducing expenses breeds savings,and when you start saving invest 

them Immediately,on GOLD,SILVER,REAL 

ESTATE,OPTIONS.There are numerous investments out there.You 

just need W.Q® for best returns.

I was getting more interested in W.Q™ as more I was learning about 

it.The announcement interrupted us and John got ready for departure.I 

finally asked”Where did you get this puzzle?”

“I got it from a man in India who teaches about the 7Qs™ for a 

perfect life.” The 7Qs®! It seems fascinating!Where can I Meet him?

John said”I met him in my journey,and he opened a path to my second 

life where I’m Financially Free.Don’t worry,You’ll meet him soon.If 

you wish honestly from God,you will surely get the way.Have faith in 

God and you’ll get what you deserve in life”
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Life’s 2nd Puzzle:

Health

After Boarding the flight to Mumbai,I was wondering about the 

W.Q® John told me and excited about learning more about The 

7Qs™.I was always faithful to God and knew he would show me the 

way to get to the answers to my questions!And soon I realized it.

 A woman in her 30s sat next to me and asked“Hello,I am Dr. Ayesha 

and you are?” “I’m Roy”.She told me she’s M.D in medicine,but also 

expert in wellness,that fascinated me more because my wife’s always 

worried about my health and nutrition,so I started questioning about 

nutrition.

”Nutritional requirement of body has increased because of more 

work stress and higher energy requirement,if you’re short of daily 

nutritional requirement,you’ll be less efficient at work,and more 

vulnerable to chronic diseases.People consume sugar to be energised 

at work,but they ignore other nutrients,which leads to more 

devastating diseases in the future.”I was wondering on her 

reply,because this was my story too.I mainly ate junk food for 

instant carbohydrates which can give me energy to work,but I made 

myself vulnerable to serious diseases”Is there a way to be healthy at 

work?Does eating regular food completes this requirement?”I asked



“NO,today regular food is mainly grown through chemicals,which 

destroy the nutrients,even when food is removed from roots in the 

farm,many important nutrients are destroyed.Many people avoid the 

daily exercises which plays an important role in health.The only 

solution is to make people aware of it and tell them it’s easy.

And then she took another piece from her purse and showed me.It 

looked like the same 21 piece jigsaw puzzle that John had showed 

me,except for the change in the teachings and a new name on 

back”H.Q™”

“What’s H.Q®?”I asked Ayesha.”It stands for HEALTH 

QUOTIENT.And she told me the same way of joining the pieces to 

easily understand The H.Q™.”Let’s see what’s in HEALTH 

QUOTIENT for you””

*Many of us follow irregular eating habits,sometimes we eat junk 

food,sometimes eat vegan and some also take non vegan.But the 

importance lies in at what time do we eat,and how much?

Generally people have a heavy breakfast in the morning,lunch in 

the afternoon,sometimes snacks in the evening,and a heavy dinner 

in the night.And everyone feels they are healthy and won’t be 

obese.But it’s a myth,this makes them more vulnerable to obesity.The 

correct eating habits are”eating small meals at regular intervals  of 

2-3 hours to keep the sugar circulating and prevent any 

deposition of fat.”In this way obesity can be prevented.

*Many of us feel that eating regular food fulfils our daily nutritive 

requirement,but as I said before,it’s also a myth,because they’re not 



having enough nutrients in each serving.The only solution to this lies 

in taking nutritive supplements consisting of 

vitamins,minerals,phytonutrients,fibre and many other essential 

nutrients.

*An ideal machine starts rusting if unused for a week,the same works 

for human body,if not exercised for long duration,our body starts to 

rust too.The best solution is waking up early at 5-6 o’clock,and 

jogging or walking daily,as fresh oxygen in the body is vital for us.

*The healthcare industry is based on CURE OF DISEASES.This all is 

gonna change.WELLNESS is the new motto of a fit human 

being.PREVENTION IS BETTER THAN CURE.Consuming 

Nutritive supplements,Exercising regularly,and LAST BUT NOT 

THE LEAST 

Positive thinking can empower every human being on earth to 

remain healthy and fit for his whole life.

The Screeching of tires indicated that we’ve landed.Again I asked her 

the same question “Where did you get this puzzle?”and she said”I 

Expected you’ll ask,and my answer is the same as you got before.

It took me 7 years to complete my M.D in medicine,but just one year 

to fully understand about the Health Quotient and wellness.Thanks to 

HIM,who showed me a second life,where I won’t have to cure 

patients,but can prevent them.Have Faith in GOD!He’ll meet you!
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What’s a Leader?

I Was Getting more enthusiast about the 7Qs™ for a perfect life,and 

wondering where this journey will lead to.After finishing the meeting 

with the Board Of Directors at Mumbai Headquarters,I was 

wondering how did they lead this company to such a huge success!

My next meeting was at New Delhi,and was waiting at the airport, 

thinking about the God’s plans for me.Then a MIRACLE 

happened.One of the Board Of directors Mr.Mehra saw me and 

waved,He was on his way to NEW YORK.We sat at the coffee shop 

and i asked him my dream question”What does it take to become an 

effective leader?”Being the former chairman of the company and 

famous for his innovative Ideas,He replied

”Leadership is all about people and words.”I felt surprised at this 

short answer,He elaborated”Earlier when I was in your age I too was 

searching for an answer to this question.I made many mistakes,took 

wrong decisions,Even changed the entire aura of the workplace,which 

demotivated the employees.and when I was searching for answers,I 

met a man who changed the entire course of my personal and 

professional life.Mr. Mehra than took another puzzle similar to 

earlier ones,except the teachings and the name of the puzzle which 



said LQ™.These 21 pieces Teach you the “LEADERSHIP 

QUOTIENT”.

As I was Surprised again by the puzzle,He started explaining about 

the LQ™

*If you breath oxygen,congratulations!You’re a leader.A Leader 

leads with the trust of his people,and strength of his words.A person 

missing anyone of them,can never become a leader.

People trust their leader,they know he’ll always do for their best.And 

this trust builds confidence in a leader.And the confidence makes his 

words more powerful.

*A leader is always focused and honest towards his goals.He creates 

a vision for his team,achieves the goal,and remains focused on the 

results.They have a passion for winning.

*A true leader commits mistakes,and accepts them openly.He never 

blames his team for underperformance,instead he takes the 

responsibility upfront and takes the charge to improve it.

*A leader listens to his people,takes feedbacks and communicates 

effectively with the team,never abandons them in any case.

*A leader leads his team with an “HONOUR CODE”.This code 

binds and unites every individual in the team,and envisions them.

*A Leader celebrates! Whenever a leader achieves the goal,it’s his 

duty to celebrate with the rest of the team.

*A leader always gives credit to his team and people for any 

achievement.They’re selfless and helping.



*A leader is different from managers.MANAGERS manage the 

people by Planning,Organizing,Coordinating.While a leader creates 

a vision and inspires people to achieve the goal

*A leader motivates!In any problem,leader never loses hope.Instead 

he motivates his people to solve the problem and reach the goal.

*A leader is never afraid of change,and a true leader creates change 

and helps people to follow it.

I was listening to his words quietly,and started thinking about the 

puzzle,I was getting impatient,I’ve to meet that man who’d changed 

life of so many people and lead them to the life they wanted.

Suddenly,Mr. Mehra heard the announcement and said”It’s Time to 

leave,Mr. ROY”,This time I desperately asked him

”Where did you get this puzzle?”He smiled and said”Have you met 

anyone else having puzzles like these before?”I told him about 

John,Dr.Ayesha and the W.Q™ and H.Q™.He replied”Then you 

know my answer,I didn’t know about him earlier,until I met him at 

New Delhi,and that man changed my life forever.

Now I am successful as an entrepreneur,successful as a husband 

and a father,and most important,I am successful as a human!This is 

really my second life I’d dreamed of.Have Faith in God.He’ll soon 

met you somewhere”
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Clock Is Ticking

“I miss you so much,when are you coming home?”were the words of 

my 5-year old daughter,Alisha,when I called home.I always missed 

my family and sometimes felt guilty of not being with them on some 

happy occasions.But I appreciate their love,understanding and 

affection even if am not at home,and I hope this journey could change 

my fate,so that I can manage time more effectively and spend more 

time with my family.

After Boarding the New Delhi flight,I was desperate to meet someone 

who can tell me more about the 7Qs™,and my wish came true pretty 

soon,when a woman sat next to me,already holding the 21 piece 

jigsaw puzzle.

“Excuse me,could I see that jigsaw puzzle” I asked.She replied”Hi,am 

Stephanie from Johannesburg,and you?”I introduced myself and told 

her about my past incidents with the puzzle.”That’s interesting,you’re 

going in the right direction,but do you know the most important 

quotient you need in life?”I Guessed”WQ™” She smiled and 

said”Many people will agree with you,but more important quotient is 

TQ™.The TIME QUOTIENT.

My excitement had increased,and looking at the jigsaw puzzle with 

TQ™ Inscribed on its back made me more enthusiast to learn it.



I’d been practising TQ™ for about 3 months,and believe me,nothing 

else could’ve changed my world other than this small puzzle.It told 

me everything about time management.Let me tell you some 

features.

*Many people underestimate the power of time over wealth,but in 

truth time is the strongest element on earth,Time itself is 

wealth.Those who harness its power,reach their destiny.And those 

who waste it,are very late to realize it.

*Time management needs to be organized.First list down all the major 

tasks you’ve to do each day,then assign priorities to them.

*Assign the priorities as DUE TODAY,DUE TOMORROW,DUE 

NEXT WEEK,DUE NEXT MONTH and DUE NEXT YEAR.

*Know at what times of the day,you’re at maximum 

efficiency.assign the highest priority task to that time slot and finish 

it.

*Assign time slots to every tasks each day,even assign a minimum 

extra time to each task if it can’t be completed in the time slot.

*Stay Focused.The key to effective time management is to remain 

focused on the time slots,and getting most of the tasks done 

efficiently in the minimum time as possible.Don’t waste time in 

irrelevant activities.

*You should know your limits before preparing a time slot for your 

tasks.Over exertion results in deterioration in your health and 

indirectly affects your time.



*Introduce regular resting breaks between time slots,this 

maximizes your efficiency and keeps yourself away from boredom.

*The most important task in TIME QUOTIENT is Tracking your 

progress daily.Evaluate yourself at the end of the day.How was my 

performance?how many tasks were completed?what were my 

mistakes?find the room for improvement and work hard on it each 

day

*Tracking your progress also helps in prioritizing your tasks,assigning 

time slots,and keeps you focussed.

Hearing these facts,I really felt that it’s so easy to manage time,you 

only need a path to know about it and practice it regularly.

The flight arrived at the New Delhi Airport,once again I asked the 

question,but this time twas a bit different”What do you think,is my 

faith in God enough to meet a great man like him?”

She answered”I suffered a lot in my life,my married life was on the 

edge,and I lost any hope that God will help me.

But when many people told me to have faith in God,and God will take 

care of the rest,I met that man and finally realized that God is real,we 

only need to awaken him inside our heart.He’ll meet you.Thats my 

promise!
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Get Emotional

I Reached New Delhi and finished the meeting with our clients.After 

the meeting,I got a call from one of my cousins residing in Noida.We 

haven’t met for a long duration,and I knew it was going to get 

emotional.Finally we met and discussed about our lives.He told me 

about his depression after the death of one of his best friends in a 

tragic accident.It was hard to recover for him.But he said”That’s the 

way life goes,you’ve to take thorns alongwith roses”and then he 

showed a thing that I was not expecting at all.It was another 21 piece 

jigsaw puzzle!It was hard to believe for me,he said”This puzzle 

brought me back to life.”and here I was looking at the 5th puzzle of 

life:Emotions.The puzzle was encrypted with “E.Q™”Meaning the 

Emotional Quotient.

This time the picture got even clearer to me.Those 7Qs™ really lead 

to a perfect life.They touch the emotions,wealth,time,leadership 

and health of a human.about which many of us are not aware.This 

made me more curious towards the rest 2 quotients.But now twas time 

to know more about the emotional part of us.

He told me that emotions are the ears and mouth of 

heart.Whenever a persons feels something through his heart,whether 

it is love,anger,mercy.etc they reveal their emotions through their 

body language and mostly facial expressions.They cry when they feel 



helpless,which means that their emotions need some support.In this 

way,heart expresses itself.Let us understand what E.Q™ is all about.

*Emotions are thought revealers.You can easily guess what the 

person in front of you is thinking right now.You just need to learn 

about it.

* Emotions can be happiness,sadness,aggression,coldness.....it 

always depends on the individual and his actions.

*Emotions help you in leading the people.If you are able to 

understand the emotions of your team,You can get breakthroughs in 

results,because people just need an emotional motivation to work.

*Emotions are the softest part of any relationship.Misunderstanding 

or misuse of emotions of others can lead to bad results.

*Our family is closest to our heart,and we need to understand their 

emotions.They need our emotional support as well.Only material 

fulfilment is not enough for them.

*If you are having enough E.Q™,you are able to overcome any 

fear,doubts,disbeliefs.Emotions can be a supportive tool for you if 

you use it the right way for yourself.*Nobody can misuse you or your 

emotions unless you’ve E.Q™,that helps you understand others 

feelings for you.

*Emotions are highly sensitive,always appreciate other’s 

emotions,never hurt anyone intentionally.

Our conversation was getting interesting until I received a call,my 

flight back to Bangalore was confirmed,and I’ve to hurryup to reach 

the airport.



We hugged,and again I asked the same question to him about meeting 

that man.He said”After my friend’s death,I was nearly 

devastated,we’d many proud memories together,and not able to live 

them again was my biggest regret.And that’s why now I appreciate 

every moment I live in my life and love everyone who cares about 

me.

That man showed me an easy way to get over every sorrow through 

this puzzle,and told me how beautiful life is.You should appreciate 

what God has given to you,because every human is unique in this 

world,nobody else in this world is having the jewel that you 

have,which is EMOTIONS.

Your emotions are unique,never waste them,always love people 

around you and your life will change.And I am sure you’re going to 

meet this guy,because I know your emotions,they reveal your faith in 

God,and whosoever believes in God truly,achieves what they want in 

life.

You’re going to meet this man very soon in your journey.Thats a 

promise!”,and with these memories I departed for the airport.I can’t 

stop thinking what the rest quotients would be.
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Intelligence: The Brain Power

Sitting on the Airport waiting room chair,my mind again went into 

thinking deep about what the rest quotiens will be.Until now all my 

questions were solved,but I was wondering what does it takes to make 

a perfect life,and I knew soon I was going to get the answers.

A lady nearly in her 50s sat next to me,solving a Sudoku in the 

newspaper.I was surprised to see her because I’ve rarely seen people 

at this age solving puzzles.And then my mind clicked!Maybe she’s 

holding the puzzle to the next quotient!

I said”Excuse me,can I ask something?”Distracted by my voice she 

said in a humble tone”sure!”.”Do you solve jigsaw puzzles involving 

21 pieces?”After hearing this,she gave a warm smile,took out the 

jigsaw puzzle and showed me.It was exactly like the other 

ones,except the teachings and the name I.Q™

We’ve always heard of I.Q™ From our school days,to employee 

recruitment tests.But what she told me changed my entire thought 

process about I.Q™ and how we waste it in useless activities.

She told me some very fascinating facts about I.Q™

*Our Brain needs to exercise too,like our body needs exercise to 

ensure fitness and body-shape.But many people ignore exercising 

the brain after 30s.This leads to weakening of growth of Brain 

cells and leads to poor memory in the old age.



*Exercise your brain daily through meditation in the morning,this 

provides fresh oxygen to the brain and helps in the balance of Brain 

cells.

*Observe each object around you with full concentration,this helps in 

increasing the concentrating power of brain,and longer worker hours.

*Increase and test your I.Q™ Through the various tests available 

online,this helps you in tracking your progress.

*games like puzzles,Sudoku,chess,can increase your intelligence if 

practiced regularly.Not only these,first person action computer games 

like Prince of Persia,which involves puzzles to get through the 

game,are very good entertaining resource of increasing intelligence.

*READ: reading enhances our mind to comprehend,and think deeply.

*Practice cryptology:It involves decoding of complex codes.This 

helps you in increasing your intelligence faster.

I didn’t know that I should exercise my mind regularly to remain 

efficient.But now I was surprised to get so much facts about 

improving my intelligence,just through a small jigsaw puzzle!and 

when she got ready for her flight,I asked the question”What’s the last 

quotient in the 7Qs™?”She said”Don’t worry son.You will learn the 

last quotient soon.It precedes all the other quotients,and is the 

most important for humanity,no one else can explain about it much 

better than that man,who changed my life.

When I reached 50,my memory went too weak,I couldn’t even 

remember names of my neighbours.It was because when I was 20,I 



stopped practicing I.Q™ and went for job.My ignorance at that 

time,proved costly,but thanks to my faith in God,I met that man,he 

gave me this small puzzle and told me how to play it.Within few 

months my memory was faster than ever before!

It was like a second life to me,

and I’ll thank him till my death.These are God’s plans that helped you 

reach this far,learning so much about the 7Qs™.and am sure it won’t 

be incomplete.You will soon meet that guy who’d changed the life of 

thousands,and believe me when you’ll met him,you will feel 

complete in your life.Have faith in God son,your journey is about 

to begin.”

I was touched by her words,and getting more desperate about the last 

quotient which precedes the others.My faith in God had brought me 

this far,and now I’m sure I’ll meet that great man.
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Give It Back

I boarded my flight back to Bangalore,earlier in my flights I used to 

sit in the business class,but this time I’ve to sit in the economy class 

due to unavailability.I started thinking about the quotients that I’ve 

learned so far,fascinated by the new world that they can open for me,it 

seemed difficult to understand the quotients first,but with the 21 piece 

jigsaw puzzles,it got so much easier,that even my child can learn 

about them.My faith in God had increased to a level I had never 

imagined,I knew God had a different plan for me,and now I was 

waiting for the right moment.

“Excuse me could you please tell me which seat is this?i am travelling 

in the flight for the 1st time.”asked a man looking nearly in his 40s.My 

excitement reached my threshold when I found his seat was next to 

me.I  couldn’t stop myself”Hello,I’m Roy and you are?”The man 

smiled,watching the excitement on my face,and said”I’ve seen 

excitement like this on many people’s face,it feels good to know 

that people still have faith in God.”I was shocked by his words.That 

man with an innocent smile was HIM.I asked”how old are you sir?for 

how many years have you been changing other’s life?”again with a 

smile he answered”I’m 57,and I’ve been helping people since I was 

22.”Surprised by his age I said”But you look like 40!How’s that 

possible?”He said”That’s the beauty of the 7Qs™”,as excited to 



know more about the last quotient,I asked about it.He said”Tell 

me,how many people met you before holding those puzzles?”I 

replied”six,and all of them said you changed their life,and told me to 

have faith in God.”This time He laughed”Its not me who changed 

their life,they themselves did it.I only showed them a way out of 

their problems,and those who followed it honestly,changed their 

life”Hearing these words,I understood Mr.Mehra’s words”A leader 

always gives credit to his people”,This man was a true leader.”Now 

tell me when those people taught you about the quotients,did you 

ever think why are they telling you about it?”

“I never thought about that”I replied.”They wanted to help me?”

“Yes my friend,they follow the prime quotient,which is the most 

important of all,THE PQ™,Philanthropy Quotient”,

He then took out the 7 puzzles from his bag,showed me each,the last 

one having the name P.Q™ on it,21 pieces,each having a unique 

thought.

He started telling me about the quotient.

*Philanthropy is all about “giving it back to people”,whatever you 

have,whether it is a unique knowledge,money,emotional support or 

anything special inside you.REMEMBER:You’ve to give 1st before 

you take anything with you.

*Helping others without selfishness,joining hands to help them live a 

life like yours.



*Be grateful to what God has given to you,because whatever 

you’ve today is unique,many others aren’t fortunate to be like 

you,help them by sharing.

*Many people in the world aren’t lucky enough to get a good 

education,love of parents,two time meals,a good home,cars and so 

many luxuries,that they can only dream of,but never get.Motivate 

them,offer your hand for selfless help.Remember:When you offer 

one hand to help others ,10 hands will come to help you.

*Charity begins at home,but don’t end it there.Spread this message 

to thousands of people.Atleast hundreds will come to your aid.Spread 

awareness among the community.

“The list is endless my friend,there are numerous things to give back 

to the community,you just need to awaken yourself and others,to 

give back and the world will become a better place.

Screeching of tires indicated that we’d landed,and he asked the final 

question”Do you wish to enter the new world ahead of you?” At this 

moment my heart stopped beating,I never expected my life to come at 

this question,where many of my problems can be solved.And I 

agreed.He asked

”Now tell me,do you have faith in God?”I nodded in 

agreement.”Always remember son,

if you wish to do something in your life,first thing to do is to have 

faith in God,when you’ve faith in God,you build faith in yourself,you 

know that you can overcome any challenge you face,because God is 



there,helping you,creating a solution for you.People lose faith in God 

very often,but I believe the worst thing is “When God loses faith in 

you.”,Then you’ve nobody to help you in this world.Remember the 

POWER OF WORDS,Be integral,love everyone besides you,and your 

life will change.

When we were about to depart from the airport,I asked”you didn’t tell 

me your name?”He smiled again”leaders have no name son,they 

work without any title,but still people think me as a teacher to their 

second life,and in Hindu Mythology they’re called GURU.”

“So I’ll call you GURU from now.I must thank you for opening the 

path to my second life.This journey taught me a lot about life.And I 

know my life ahead will be more better than I expected before,so 

where are you going?”

“Many of my followers were requesting me to conduct a seminar 

about the 7Qs™.I always avoid being in the limelight or called a 

GURU.But today many of my followers are gathering at Bangalore to 

just listen to me,and I never leave my people.So I’ve boarded a flight 

for the first time and came here for my seminar “THE POWER 

INSIDE ME.”Are you coming?” I said with excitement”SURE!”

Then He said”ROY,WELCOME TO YOUR SECOND LIFE”
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